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Introduction

When I teach my designing classes one of the biggest obstacles has always been borders.
There are always issues making repetitive designs fit. There are complaints about corners
and the perfect design is either too big or too small. Sound familiar???
When I created my “Ultimates” stencil collection my goal was to create tools that encouraged
you to create your own designs using provided guides from the stencils. The Ultimate Stencils
provide angles, circles and squares so you can easily create beautiful medallions. The Ultimate
Backgrounds have six different designs in three different sizes to allow you to create beautiful
heirloom style backgrounds. The Ultimate Shape is a great tool for overall designs in a pieced
or wholecloth quilt setting. The final part of this set, The Ultimate Borders, takes the
frustration out of designing and marking borders.
This is an informational website handout ONLY. This will show you what border and motif
designs are included in the set as well as my instructions on how to make borders fit.
A 50+ page E-Book is included with the purchase of the stencils and will be emailed to you
within 24 hours of purchase.

Thank you! Cindy

Email: linenqltr@comcast.net
Website: www.cindyneedham.com
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Border Designs
The Ultimate Borders set includes six different border designs in three sizes each. Each
stencil has the halfway point cut, has each corner’s 45 degree angle cut and has dotted
registration marks to help you line up and repeat.

Rope Cable

High Tide

Repetitive Squares

Low Tide
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Zig Zag

Pearls & Swirls

Motifs
The Ultimate Borders set also includes 12 different motifs in various sizes. These
can be used as embellishments for the previous borders and many of them can be
used alone for custom border designs. Many of these motifs have registration
dots to help you consistently line them up. These may also be used in small
blocks!

circle

star

double swirl

diamond

fleur de lis

single swirl

flower

heart

holly leaf

triangle

leaf

alien
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The next chapter, Making Your Borders Fit, provides guidelines on how to easily
center a border and how to shrink or stretch a design to fit.
I highly recommend that you mark your “halfway point” on your quilt border and
also mark your 45 degree diagonal line in the corner. This ensures that your
border design will always be centered and your corner will be perfect.
Each border stencil has the halfway point already cut. They also have the 45
degree line cut into the corner. When you place the stencil on your quilt, line up
the halfway point line on your stencil with the marked line on your quilt. When
you move the stencil to repeat the design be sure that your halfway lines are
always matching.

45 degree corner
Halfway Point Line

Most of the motifs have a center dot already
cut for you. If you place the dot on the
marked halfway point line on your quilt you
can consistently keep a repetitive design
centered.
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Making Borders Fit
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Using the marked guidelines on your
stencil, line up the halfway point lines and
the 45 degree angle that have been
marked on your quilt and mark all four
corners.
Matching up the guidelines on your
stencil with the marked guidelines on
your quilt ensures that your corners are centered and straight.
Remember...mark all four corners exactly the same.
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16” of distance to fill
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Most border designs have a repeat….just like fabric. Find the repeat on your
stencil. This is the repeat on this particular border design:

Measure the length of your repeat. Our repeat is 3”.

3 inches
8

You want to find out how
many 3” repeats will fit into
the 16” of space.
16” of distance to fill

Divide the repeat into the
distance available. This will
give you the number of
repeats that can fit into this
space.
16” divided by 3” = 5.33.
What are you going to do
with a .33 repeat??? You
need an equal number of
WHOLE repeats.

It’s up to you to decide whether you want to squish or stretch your repeat to make it fit into the
available space.
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Use the form below to do your border math.
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Let’s say you have a particular border design that you’ve fallen in love with but no matter
what you do it just won’t fit. I have an easy solution for you!

Choose a motif that is a bit larger than your border design. You can place this in the middle of each
side of your border and run the border right up to it...or you can put the motif in the corners and run
the border up to those. Very easy way to get away from the “fudging to fit”.
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The following pages contain oodles of ways to create beautiful border designs
using the six border stencils and the motifs. Remember, these are here to inspire
you...use what I’ve provided and then take off and do your own thing!
I will show you how to center each design, provide tips on fudging to fit and how
to add some of The Basic Three fillers to provide an heirloom effect.
Each border design will be shown on a border “Mock Up” as shown below.

Outside Edge of Quilt Border

Halfway Point Line

INSIDE OF QUILT

I’ve marked the stencil dot and dashed registration lines in red. Use the dashed
registration lines to line up the stencil on the marked halfway line on your quilt.
You line up the dots when you want to repeat the design. This will provide you
with perfect repeats.
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Rope Cable

If you need to stretch the cable to fit,
stretch it at the top/bottom of each “unit”
and fill in to fit.

If you need to shrink the cable to fit,
scrunch it at the top/bottom of each “unit”.
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Basic Repetitive Squares
border. Oodles of designs
to make with this one!!!

If you need to stretch this
design to make it fit, add
space at the points and then
extend the lines to fill the
space (red).

If you need to shrink this
design to make it fit, mark
the left side of the square.
When you mark the right
side of the square, crunch it
up a little. Don’t quilt the
extra little line you may
end up with shown by the
red circle.
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Basic Zig Zag border.
Very cute all by itself
without adding anything
else!

If you need to stretch this design
to make it fit, add space at the
points and then extend the lines to
fill the space (shown in green).

If you need to shrink this design to make
it fit, mark the left side “zig”...when you
add the right side “zag” crunch it up a
little. Don’t quilt the extra little line you
may end up with shown by the red “x”.
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Possibilities are ENDLESS with
this one!!!

If you need to stretch this design
to make it fit, separate at the
bottoms and tops of the wave
and then fill in.

If you need to shrink this design
to make it fit, scrunch it up at
the bottoms and tops of the
waves.
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You can do all the same things with
the low-tide wave that you can do
with the high-tide wave but I will be
adding some new ones!

You will extend and shrink the wave
the same as you did on the high
tide...extend and shrink to fit at the
top and bottoms of the wave.
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Pearls & Swirls

If you want to stretch or shrink
this design to fit, you will do this
at the top of the arch.

Here’s a tip on one way to quilt
this continuous line fashion:
1. Start Here
Quilt the bottom
half of the units
(shown in green).

2. Now start here and quilt the
top half of the units.
(shown in red).
You will have to backtrack
through the “pearls” to keep it
continuous line.
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I hope this small handout has provided some instruction and insight as to how
this set of stencils works. Remember...if the stencils are purchased you
receive the 50+ handbook that has loads of design inspirations for you.
Please email me with any questions...I’m always here to help!

Cindy :)

Email: linenqltr@comcast.net
Website: www.cindyneedham.com
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